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Abstract 

This paper gives a short overview about the modeling and simulation of compressible liquid 

flows with phase transition: flows with cavitation. First  the difficulties of simulating cavitating 

liquid flows are explained and a modelling approach is presented. Subsequent the resulting 

numerical  approach  CATUM  (Cavitation  Technische  Universität  München)  is  validated  by 

comparison of experimentally and numerically obtained results of an analysed 3-D cavitating 

liquid flow including a investigation about cavitation errosion. 

Introduction

The significance of understanding cavitating flows is undoubtly related to its occurrence in 

various technical applications, such as hydraulic machinery and fuel injection systems, 

where  due  to  the  operating  conditions  cavitation  is  hardly  avoidable  [3-5].   In  these 

applications cavitation can lead to unmeant effects like the drop of efficiency or even more 

dangerous ones like vibration or errosion. Instantaneous loads, caused by the collapse-like 

recondensation of  cavitation patterns,  are one of the driving mechanisms of  cavitation 

erosion. In order to highlight one basic erosion mechanism Fig. 1 shows a sketch of a 

Figure  1:  Sketch  of  the  
collapse  mechanism  and 
the  jet  formation  of  a  
cavitation bubble [6]
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collapsing bubble at a wall [6]. The letters A to J correspond to subsequent instants in time 

but  the  time  increments  are  strongly  non-uniform.  From  a  spherical  collapse  at  the 

beginning until step C, a vertical flow direction becomes dominant starting around step E. 

The collapsing bubble deforms due to a micro jet, which is directed towards the wall.  The 

impingement of the highly accelerated water jet at the wall (step J) produces pressure loads 

that are strong enough to cause erosion.  This mechanism is directly related to the ‘water 

hammer’ or ‘Joukowsky-shock’. 

Modelling

Both,  modelling  and  the  simulation  of  cavitation  are  rather  challenging  due  to  the  huge 

variations  of  the  density  and  of  the  speed  of  sound  (strong  nonlinear  behaviour!).  The 

coexistence of vapour and liquid within the same flow field implies density rations of the order 

of 105. In saturated mixtures, the speed of sound drops even below the values of the pure 

phases. In a saturated mixture of water and vapour the speed of sound drops to the order of 1 

m/s, where it is approximately 1500 m/s in pure water. Thus the Mach number varies from 

values near to 0 in pure water to values of the magnitude of 10 in cavitating two phase areas 

within the same global flow field. Furthermore, the time steps of the simulation are linked to the 

smallest  cell  size  and  to  the  fastest  signal  speed.  This  is  due  to  the  restriction  that  no 

information may travel trough more than one cell during one timestep. That means that the 

smallest cellsize within the computational grid divided by the speed of sound of water defines 

the  biggest  time  step  that  may  be  used  in  the  simulation.  With  respect  to  the  required 

resolution to resolve cavitation structures the time step drops to the order of nanoseconds. 
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Figure 2 shows in the first picture the experimental setup 

of a cavitation flow around a sphere. In this picture three 

different  length scales  are  shown:  the diameter  of  the 

sphere  (dsphere=1,5  10-1m),  the  typical  size  of  a  finite 

volume, that would be used for numerical simulation of 

this  setup  (delement≈5  10-3m)  and  the  different  sizes  of 

cavitation pattern in the flowfield (ranging from 10-3m to 

10-5m).  As the single  bubbles  of  the shown cavitation 

cloud  structures  are  of  some  orders  of  magnitude 

smaller  than  the  size  of  the  nummerical  grid,  single 

bubble dynamics can't be resolved. Instead the general 

physical approach to fullfill  the integral conservation of 

mass, momentum, and energy is taken. The modelling 

of the two pure phases is achieved by the Tait-EOS for 

pure liquids and the ideal gas law for pure vapour. The 

two phase flow is modelled by a substitute fluid defined by 

the properties of the saturated single phases weighted by 

the void fraction. Due to the dominance of inertia effects 

within the considered two phase flows we neglect viscous 

effects  and  express  the  conservation  principles  by  the 

Euler  equations.  However,  the  inclusion  of  dissipative 

mechanisms  into  the  model  is  possible  without 

restrictions.
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Figure 2: Cavitating flow around a 
sphere (top) and two zooms (middle,  
bottom) [7]
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Numerical Results and Validation

These  presumptions  are  justified  by  comparing  a  simulation  result  with  an  experiment. 

Therefore  we model  and discretize an experimental  setup consisting of  a rectangular  test 

section, where a prismatic body is located at the bottom wall. The mesh consists of 3·106 finite 

volumes and the simulation requires a computational time of 240 hours using 64 processors 

for 106 time steps with a step size of 2.9·10-7 s. That leads to a physical simulation time of 0.29 

s. As shown in Fig. 3, the distribution of the simulated vapor volume fractions (void) match the 

experiment in detail. 

The right picture is a time instant of the simulation, where the cavitation patterns are displayed 

by blue iso-surfaces of void fraction  α= 0.1%. On the left side a picture of the experimental 

observation is shown. We observe weakly time depended cavitating tip vortices at the top of 

the  prismatic  body,  as  well  as  highly  unsteady  cavitating  vortices  in  the  shear  layer 

downstream. Furthermore, we detect the transition of the shape of cavitating patterns from 

compact clouds in the near wake to tube-like structures in the far wake. It can be seen that 

even  manifold  and  complex  shapes  of  the  cavitation  pattern  are  well  predicted  by  the 

simulation.

Figure 3: Top view of the prismatic body and the occurring cavitation structures - comparison od 
the experiment (left) to the numerical result (right)
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The areas indicated by yellow lines in the left picture of Fig. 3 are domains where intense 

erosion was experimentally observed. Figure 4 shows a top view of the simulation, where the 

highest  pressures at  the bottom wall  over  the whole  simulation time are displayed with  a 

maximum pressure pmax  = 70 bar. It shows that these areas match with the areas of intense 

erosion observed in the experiment. Thus we conclude that the CFD-Tool CATUM [8] is able to 

predict  erosion  sensitive  areas  within  3-D  unsteady  cavitating  flows.  With  respect  to  the 

industrial  relevance,  the  opportunity  of  predicting  cavitation  erosion  enables  design 

improvements of pumps or of ship propellers.

Figure 4: Top view of the prismatic body and the numerically  
obtained maximum pressure loads on the bottom wall,  
pmax=70bar
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